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ROTC cadet receives top honors
by BLAINE MULLINS
reporter

Fairmont senior Thomas C.
Poling will receive the George
C. Marshall Award as the top
cadet in Marshall University's
ROTC unit, according to Lt.
Col. Stephen A. Redmond, professor and chairman of the
Department of Military Science.
"Cadet Poling well represents the Army ROTC,
Marshall University and the
United States Army,"
Redmond said. "He has
worked very hard and this
award gives him the recogni-

tion he deserves.
Redmond cited Paling's
interest in the military. "He
thoroughly enjoys doing military tasks, leading, and has a
gre~t work ethic," he said.
"It's nice to see ayoung person
who knows what career he
wants to pursue."
The award is presented to
the top cadet at each Army
ROTC unit in the nation.
Poling will represent the university and join other cadets
representing schools around
the country at a ceremony at
Virginia Military Institute in
Lexington, Va., April 14-17.
Poling said he is looking for-

ward to attending the award
ceremony. "To attend is agreat
honor, a priceless experience,
and the educational value will
be rewarding," he said.
Poling said he hopes to
make acareer out of the military in the infantry followed
by ranger school, which is a
physically demanding leadership course similar to the special forces.
"My goals are to serve overseas," Poling said. "Germany
would be my first choice
because of my family· heritage.
Korea would be my second
because it would be atrue test
of applying the skills I have

learned in ROTC."
When asked what people or
events influenced his interest
in the military, Poling first
spoke of family. "The first person that comes to mind is my
father, who served in the Air
Force," he said. "High school
wrestling and marching band
also helped shape some of the
skills that are used in the military."
A. Redmond "eft) awarded
Poling explained that he Lt. Col. Stephen
C. Poling (right) the George C. Marshall
was never pressured by any- Thomas
one to join the military. "I have award for the top cadet in the ROTC unit.
wanted to be a soldier my
entire life," he said.

See CADET, page 6

Library worker injured
by ALYSON WALLS
managing editor

A construction worker
who fell from the top floor of
the new John Deaver
Drinko Library early Wednesday was listed in critical
condition in the intensive
care unit at Cabell Huntington Hospital Wednesday
night.
Mark Jones of Minford,
Ohio, was injured after he
fell 30-40 feet when a scissors jack, used for lifting
and lowering equipment,
toppled, said Huntington
Deputy Fire Chief Ron
Copley.
"He rode the jack down
about four stories," Copley
said. "It looks like he was
hurt pretty seriously."
Copley said Jones was
apparently working in a
center hallway, which opens
to the roof in the round portion of the building, at about
8:30 a.m. when the accident
occurred.
"When we arrived, there
were several workers standing around trying to help
him," he said. "He was conscious and moving, but he
took abad spill."
Copley said firefighters
secured Jones' head and
helped stabilize him at the
scene until Cabell County
paramedics arrived. "He was
bleeding, but his heart was
beating regularly and his
other vital signs were good,"
Copley said.
Jones appeared to be in his
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Construction worker Mark Jones of Minford, Ohio, fell from the fourth floor
of the new library while he was working on ascissors jack early Wednesday.
late 20's or early 30's, according to Copley, but the hospital's public relations director
said his exact age was
unavailable.
University Public Relations Director C.T. Mitchell
said Dick Corporation is the
company under contract for
the library's construction.He

said the university was not
responsible for workers' safety at the site.
"It's the company's contract, and they are responsible," he said. "The workers
are not Marshall University
employees."
Aman who answered the
phone at Dick Corporation

and refused to give his name,
said he could not comment
until the incident was investigated by company officials
from Pittsburgh. He called
Jones' injury "second-party''
and said Jones worked for a
different construction company which was sub-contracted by Dick Corporation.

Dean Storch to meet with computer students
by ALYSON WALLS
managing editor

College of Science Dean
Thomas A. Storch has scheduled ameeting today at 4p.m.
in Corbly Hall Room 333 to
address student concerns
about a recent memo which
announced the Computer Science and Software Development degree program will be
phased out over the next four
years.
Mike Duncan, a sophomore
in the program, said many
students are confused about
what the memo means and
want to know exactly why the
15-year-old program is being
eliminated April 1.
"The dean wants to ease

Empty tomb theory

extremely important field for the
jobs of the future."
- Mike Duncan
CSD sophomore
some of our concerns, but so
far he hasn't done that,"
Duncan said. He also said students are working as agroup
to help save the degree pro-

gram they believe is valuable.
"The dean is saying that the
program isn't being eliminated because of money - it's
being eliminated because of
the low graduation rate versus the high entry rate,"
Duncan said.
He also said several local
businesses such as Ashland
Oil and Inco Alloys are interested in the decision to
remove the program, and that
he wants the public to become
involved because the future of
computer programs at Marshall depends on it.
"This is an extremely important field for the jobs of the
future,"he said.
Duncan also said students
are interested in reforming

the program to keep prospective graduates from bailing
out and accepting high-paying
jobs Lefore they graduate.
"If we do things their way,
we will be put into other
departments, but if they let us
try and make some changes,
we could make the program
more competitive," he said.
The College of Science
seems to be jumping the gun,
according to Duncan, with it's
decision to phase out the program because the West
Virginia Board of Trustees,
which governs Marshall, hasn't yet ruled on the matter.
"It's my understanding they
have to agree, before the program can be eliminated," he
said.

of the life of Jesus as they
appear in the Bible did not
actually happen, but that his
followers embellished the stories to help their religion.
Dan Barker, aformer evangelic minister who now works
for the Freedom From
Religion Foundation, speaking on behalf of R.U.S.H.
asserted that the legend theory was true.
Barker presented the idea
that if Jesus did exist, he was
crucified, but did not rise from
the dead.
Among his arguments were
the translation of the original
Greek text of the Bible.
He pointed out that the
word "egeiro" can mean awaken. He therefore concludes
that the biblical writers were
referring to aspiritual resurrection.
Barker also explained that
the Apostle Paul used the
verb which means to bury,
rather than the word tomb.
' There is no tomb in the earliest passage. . .if there is no
tomb, there is no empty
tomb," Barker said.
Attendees agreed that the
debate was well planned and
constructed. Susan Stinnett,
Oak Hill sophomore, said "I
felt it was avery good debate.
It was very well organized."
Gray Tamblyn, Buckhannon, W.Va. freshman, said he
thought both sides did agood
job in presenting their views.
"I agreed with Tim

Tlie resurrection of Jesus:
fact or fiction?
This was the question nearly 500 students, faculty, staff
and members of the community were asking themselves at
adebate Tuesday night.
The debate was co-sponsored by Rationalists United
for Secular Humanism
(R.U.S.H.) and Campus Crusade for Christ.
Each student orgaii.ization
selected a speaker to debate
the topic then posed questions
to each other in the crossexamination educational debate format.
Tim Muehlhoff, speaking
for Campus Crusade for
Christ, opened the debate
with the view Jesus rose from
the dead.
"The New Testament tells
us that Christ was declared
the son of God through the
resurrection, it was as radical
aclaim then as it is now, but
after studying the scripture
for 20 some years, Iam firmly
convinced that it's historical
fact," Muehlhoff said.
The main debate centers on
whether the popular "legend
theory" is true. The legend
theory states that the events See DEBATE, page 6

Legislators consider

staff pay increase
by ALISON FISHER
reporter

Members of the West
Virginia Legislature are
working to make the incremental salary increase
include staff employees.
Delegate Jody Smirl, RCabell, and delegate Susan
Hubbard, D-Cabell, introduced the bill to the
Committee on Finance this
week.
Jill Chapman, supervisor of
admissions, said this bill
would allow for salary
increases for state employees.
This includes classified
employees of higher education.
Smirl and Hubbard are also
working to help increase the
maximum number of years of
service that may be used in

calculating the increase.
"Right now the number of
years is 20, they are hoping to
raise the number to 30 years,"
Chapman said.
Granting one-time salary
increases to certain classified
employees is also aconcern of
Hubbard and Smirl. Hubbard
and Smirl said if this bill is
accepted, every eligible
employee with three or more
years of service shall receive
an annual salary increase
equal to 50 dollars times the
employees' years of service.
This is not to exceed 30 years
of service.
"If this bill is accepted and
previous codes are amended
then on the first day of July,
each eligible employee shall
receive an annual increment

See PAY, page 6

Study questions use of filters
to stop dangerous clots

2

BOSTON (AP) -French doctors, in astudy published in
the Feb. 5issue of the New England Journal of Medicine,
found that filters installed to stop dangerous blood clots in the
lungs do indeed reduce the risk of clots.But this is offset by a
greater risk of clots later developing in the legs.
Page edited by Scott Parsons
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briefs Brisk walks could increase life span

BOSTON (AP) -

Sixty percent of wom~n
students at one New
Jersey campus caught the
papilloma virus during
three years of college. The
sexually transmitted infection usually went away
within afew months.
The finding, reported in
the Feb. 5 issue of the
New England Journal of
medicine, underscores
the high risk of catching
this virus among young
women, as well as its typically passing nature.
Human papilloma virus
- HPV - can cause warts
but otherwise is almost
always harmless. It can
trigger cervical cancer in
atiny percentage of those
infected.
The virus can cause
abnormal cell growth that
is picked up by Pap tests.
Since doctors cannot predict precisely who will go
on to develop cancer, they
sometimes remove the
abnormal tissue surgically.
The study was conducted by Dr. Robert D. Burk
and others from Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in New York City.
Every six months, doctors tested 608 women
students for the virus at
Rutgers University. At the
start, 26 percent were
already infected. Over the
three years, 60 percent
had the virus at some
point.
Seventy percent of the
infections went away after
one year, and 91 percent
aft~ ~o years.
'AlJGUSTA, Maine
(AP)
- Maine lawmakers
Wednesday rejected a
measure to legalize physician-assisted suicides.
The House rejected the
bill on avote of 99-42.
The bill aroused arguments on both sides.
"Who are we to take
God's job?," said Rep.
Rosaire Sirois. "This is
God's department. This is
one of the Ten Commandments, 'Thou shalt not
kill.' This is killing.''
Maine lawmakers have
considered doctor-assisted suicide three times
before, most recently in
1995. This year's proposal
was similar to a law in
Oregon that allows terminally ill patients to request
aprescription for medication to commit suicide.
Before a prescription
may be written, two doctors must determine the
patient is mentally competent and not depressed.
Last year, South Dakota
and Virginia enacted laws
that prevent authorities
from holding physicians
liable for prescribing or
administering medication
to relieve pain even if the
dosage hastens death.
Graduate Assistant
Position Available
Beginning Spring 1998
Office of Senior Vice President
South Charleston Campus
Computer e:\-perience required:
Internet/Intranet
Web Site Design
Word Processmg/Spreadsheets
Professional Office Environment
Good Communication Skills
Essential
Send resume and lcltcr of
application to:
Dr Lyle C. Wilcox
MU Senior Vice President
I00 Angus E. Peyton Dr.
South Charleston. WV 25303
ATTN:Nancy E.Larsen
or E-mail:larscnn'<i)marshall.edu

percent less likely to die than their
sedentary twins during the study.
Vigorous exercisers - those who did
at least the equivalent of six brisk
walks or jogs lasting 30 minutes each
month - were 44 percent less likely to
die.
"Even if you have bad genes, this
study strongly suggests that increasing physical activity can help you live
longer," said exercise physiologist
Steve Farrell, associate director of the

Cooper Institute for Aerobics Research
in Dallas. He was not involved in the
study.
The purpose of the study was to clarify the relationship between those factors influencing how long people live
that can be modified and those that
cannot.
The importance of family history- a
locked-in trait - has gained attention
in recent years with the identification
of specific genes that make people sus-

ceptible to such illnesses as heart disease and cancer. But much research
also makes clear the importance of
exercise in lowering the risk of early
death and disease.
"We have a large body of evidence
that suggests that the more physically
active people are, the less likely they
are to die," Farrell said. "But this
study is unique because it was able to
separate out mortality due to genetics
vs. mortality due to fitness."
The researchers took into account
differences in smoking habits.
At the study's conclusion in 1994,
there were 434 sets of twins in which
one sibling had died of natural causes
- usually heart disease or cancer and the other survived. In 173 of those
434 sets, the twins had exercised at
different levels.
"It doesn't take an enormous amount
of exercise to give people protection,"
Farrell said. "The findings apply to
everyone,not just twins."

Columbia's Medicare billing procedures.The exec.utive had been ahospital administrator for the past 13 years.
Their names were not made public.
The information comes from an 80page search warrant affidavit that had
been partially released in October. The
warrant was filed in July, nine days
before federal agents raided Columbia
facilities and related companies in
seven states.
"As best I can tell, there really is no
additional information that was
unsealed that presented any new
issues to us," Vic Campbell,
Columbia/HCA senior vice president,
said Tuesday. "There really wasn't any-

thing substantially new."
The affidavit also focused extensively on the relationship between
Columbia and the Atlanta-based
Olsten Health Management company,
which manages some of Columbia's
home health care operations. Olsten
had been one target of federal raids.
The affidavit described an FBI investigation in Salt Lake City, where
agents say Columbia billed the government and insurance companies for
unneeded lab tests. The FBI in Texas
is investigating whether the company
falsified records and paid doctors for
referring Medicare and Medicaid
patients, it said.

In Florida, where three Columbia
executives are accused of overcharging
Medicare by at least $1.8 million,
investigators are focusing on whether
Columbia billed for improper advertising costs and "shifted" nonreimbursable expenses to areas covered by
Medicare and Medicaid. The executives have pleaded innocent.
Columbia has been the focus of a
wide-ranging investigation by the federal government and at least 11 states
looking into whether the Nashville,
Tenn.-based company committed fraud
by overcharging Medicare, Medicaid
and other government health programs.

By BRENDA C. COLEMAN
AP Medical Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - Taking bnsk,
half-hour walks just six times amonth
appeared to cut the risk of premature
death by 44 percent among twins in a
study researchers say is the first to
separate the influences of heredity and
exercise on longevity.
The study tracked almost 16,000
healthy men and women in anational
registry of twins in Finland for an
average of 19 years. The authors, led
by Dr. Urho M. Kujala of the
University of Helsinki, reported their
findings in Wednesday's issue of The
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
The researchers found that even
occasional exercisers - those who did
less than the equivalent of six brisk,
half-hour walks a month - were 30

live longer."
- Steve Farrell,
exercise physiologist

Columbia/HCA Healthcare accused of Medicare fraud
By LISA HOLEWA
Associated Press Writer

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Columbia/HCA
Healthcare Corp. is accused of ordering unneeded lab tests, giving illegal
inducements to Texas doctors and
inflating costs, according to newly
released details of the government's
Medicare fraud investigation.
Portions.. of an affidavit unsealed
Tuesday show a Columbia employee
and a former hospital executive were
among the witnesses cooperating with
investigators.
The employee had audited
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CHARLESTON (AP) - Cities could lower speed limits in residential areas from 25 mph to 15 mph under abill endorsed by the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
Current law allows cities to raise or lower many speed limits,
but does not make it clear that the speed limit in residential areas
can be lower, astaff attorney said Tuesday.
The bil was sent to the Senate.

Huntington con man awaits sentencing

HUNTINGTON, (AP) - There's
no such thing as a free lunch, says
the skeptic.
Yet some people continue to ignore
the advice and get caught in confidence schemes like the one that
Huntington resident Roger Ames
Damron used to bilk 125 people of
nearly $3 million, prosecutors said
Tuesday.
"There are a class of people that
when you offer them substantial
returns on minimum investments,
their good judgment goes out the
.window," said U.S. Attorney Rebecca
Betts.
"It doesn't matter what their level
of investment experience is. They are
so attracted by the possibility of abig
return that th-ey're willing to run the
risk," she said.

Damron has
stake a claim on
confessed to his
his promise of
crimes and is
riches
to come,
cooperating with
Betts said.
federal prosecuDamron,
60, is
tors investigating like there was no way in the South
what they say is
Central
Regional
one of the most
Jail awaiting selucrative confi- you could lose."
ntencing March 2
dence schemes in
by U.S. District
recent memory.
Judge
R.
- Avis Hatfield, Goodwin.Joseph
Using a gold
He faHuntington resident ces
coin investment
up
to
15
years
scheme, Damron
in prison after
conned investors
pleading guilty in
in West Virginia,
November to mail
Kentucky, Ohio
fraud
and money
and Pennsylvanlaundering.
ia out. of an estimated $2.7million. In exchange for the plea and a
So-me victims went into debt while promise of cooperation, prosecutors
others cashed in their retirement to dropped all but two of 51 counts

against Damron and promised to
drop its investigation of his wife,
Evelyn "Fae" Damron.
"He made it seem like there was no
way you could lose," said Avis
Hatfield of Huntington, who with her
husband, Robert, lost $5,000 in the
scheme.
"He said we would get a quick
return and a big return," Mrs.
Hatfield said.
The Damrons have agreed to repay
their victims and forfeit some of their
belongings that resulted from the
scheme's profits, including a$10,000
diamond ring and several leather and
fur coats worth about $11,000.
Betts said Damron swindled
investors through apyramid scheme
he built around Gold Eagle Club, a
company that advertised gold coins.

Iraq
offers
two
months
to
search
for
weapons
Britain, United States
~

inside the buildings, the gardens ... ing weapons of mass destruction ... he military force if Iraq refuses to comply
everywhere," Foreign Minister should not be in any doubt, and nei- with the U.N. inspectors. To bolster
Mohammed Saeed al-Sahhaf said.
ther should anybody else, that if we that threat, the United States has
Bill Richardson, the U.S. ambas- are forced to take military action to increased its military presence in the
sador
to
the
United
Nations,
said
bring him back into compliance (with Persian Gulf region.
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Baghdl\d is
opposes any such compro- the United Nations) we will do so," Some 25,000 troops are deployed
ready to open eight vast presidential Washington
mise. "We feel very strongly there Blair said in London.
there now, said Navy Capt. Michael
complexes to inspection for a limited should
clear, unfettered access to all Washington objects to a time con- Doubleday, aPentagon spokesman.
time, Iraq's foreign minister said sites bybeU.N.
In Baghdad, Deputy Prime Minister
inspectors,"
he
said
in
straint
and
insists
the
team
should
be
today. The United States and Britain New York.
comprised of the same U.N. inspectors Tariq Aziz told CNN that the standoff
quickly rejected the proposal, which And British Prime Minister Tony working
since
1991
to
dismantle
Iraqi
with
U.N. Special Commission,
was similar to one made earlier by Blair turned aside ataunt from aleg- programs to build weapons of mass whichthe
sponsors the inspectors, "might
Iraq.
islator
in
his
Labor
Party
that
he
was
destruction
rather
than
handpicked
lead
to
a
war."
Inspectors appointed by the U.N. secslavishly instructions from representatives of U.N. Secretary- "UNSCOM is the adversary in this
retary-general would have two months "following
matter, it should not be the judge," he
General Kofi Annan.
to "search the sites, inch by inch, Washington."
"Saddam Hussein has been develop- The United States threatens to use said.
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Prime
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The Dow Jones average of 30 feats in the market could rank
the federal government that it cigarette maker backed off - The use of the genetically industrials
jumped 115.09 among its m.osbmpressive.
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Doonesbury
comic strip
pulled from
state papers

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) At least four newspapers
have refused to run
"Doonesbury" cartoons about
accusations that President
Clinton had sex with aWhite
House intern.
Cartoonist Garry Trudeau's
series shows a"scandal facilitator" talking with an elementary school class about
the sex allegations.
It uses such phrases as
"oral sex" and "semenstreaked dress."
"We didn't run it because I
thought the language was
offensive and inappropriate
for the comics page," said
Robert C. Gabordi, executive
editor of The Herald-Dispatch of Huntington, W.Va.
At least three other newspapers also refused to run
the strip Monday or Tuesday
- The Charleston CW.Va.)
Daily Mail, the Charlotte
(N.C.) Observer and the
Valley News of -Lebanon,
N.H.
The Daily Mail ran
Monday's strip but decided
against Tuesday's, said Nanya Friend, the managing editor.
"The big factor is that the
comics page is read by alot of
kids. I think the story line is
good. It's funny. We'll probably run the rest of it," she
said.
More than adozen newspapers called "Doonesbury"
publisher Universal Press
Syndicate to question it.
Some moved it from their
comics to their editorial
pages, others replaced it.

Ivy league
schools try
to be more
affordable
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)
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- Following Princeton's lead,
Yale University is overhauling its financial aid policy to
make it easier for middleclass families to send tl1eir
children without dipping into
retirement savings or further
mortgaging the house.
The changes are expected to
pressure other highly selective schools, including the
other Ivies, into taking similar action.
Yale has decided to exempt
up to $150,000 of afamily's
savings, home equity and
other assets from consideration in determining- what
parents are expected to contribute toward their child's
education.
No such exemption now
exists at Yale, where tuition,
room and board will top
$30,000 next year. For years,
Ivy League schools have
admitted students on a
"need-blind" basis, meaning
that finances are not a consideration in admission.
When a poor or middleincome student gets an offer
of admission, the schools
works out a financial aid
package, typically a mix of
grants, bank loans, contributions from parents and workstudy options. Yale's portion
of the mix averaged about
$13,000 ayear in 1997.
The change means parents
will not be penalized for having sunk all of their money
into paying off their mortgage or saving for retirement.

''The students think they are being purposely kept in the dark, and the department is
trying to keep the matter quiet." - Mike Duncan

referring to the phasing out of the Computer Science and
Software Development Degree Program
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Bilecture
erce shoul
d
not
students
on SGA treatment

To the Editor:
It was interesting to read the recent letter to
the editor from Arch Moore -- oops, I mean Darcy
Bierce. It's insulting to Marshall students for someone with her low standards to lecture us about how
we should treat the SGA. She seems to have lost
sight of the purpose of
holding public office.
We elect our representatives with the unwritten understanding that
wil not violate the
Darcy Bierce and Matt they
trust.
Glover have violated publicUnfortunately,
Ms.
the public's trust. Bierce violated that
Bierce no longer
holds public office. trust in abig way last
Glover needs to fol- semester by withdrawlow suit.
1' ing from school and
continuing in her role
as SGA Senate President. She was also paid during this period from an
"emergency'' fund by Student Body President R.
Matt Glover. Their excuse for using the fund was
that Bierce forgot to turn in the paperwork necessary to put her on the proper payroll. I'm ure the
fact that her withdrawal from ~chool was mor ~as::
ily concealed by using this under-the-table payment plan they hatched had nothing to do with it.
Bierce is now out-of office (thank goodness), but
Matt Glover is still Student Body President. His
lack of concern for public ethics has kept him from
resigning.
Mr. Glover, it's time to go. From your first day
in office your administration has been riddled with
one scandal after another. If you truly want to do
what's best for the students of Marshall University,
you will resign. You have neither the confidence of
the student body nor the moral authority to lead
them.
Harry C. Knopp

World War III
What should America do about Iraq and the possible
threat of aworld war?
Drop us acolumn at Smith Hall Room 311.
Include name, class rank and phone number (for verification only).
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Editor's note:
Letters and columns may be edited to fit allotted space, correct errors, take out
profanity, vulgarity or potentially libelous material.

Society fleaded for destructiotl
if people don't act selflessly
Dan LONDEREE
columnist
Last week, I wrote a column iu response to a young
lady's letter. This particular
girl was concerned with her
grades, and was beginning to
believe that she was in danger
of losing her scholarship. She
questioned why the honors
program encourages students
to get involved, but then takes
away money when that
involvement prevents a student from meeting the minimum GPA requirement.
Was this "whining?" Was
this "placing blame?" To be
honest, I really don't know.
Fact is, I happen to think it
was a freshman venting her
frustration toward the "system." I offered words of
encouragement. But on that
same day, two letters were
printed that stood against this
student, and accused her of
blaming her own problems on
the university. The author of
one letter even went as far as
listing her own accomplishments as a testament to the
fact that some students can be
involved and keep a3.5 GPA.
To the author of that letter,
Isay this - look in the mirror.
No, really, go ahead. Just look
in the mirror. What do you
see? An outstanding student?
Asocial wonder? An innovative leader? Do yourself a

favor: look underneath the friend. Or maybe amember of have become a greedy, selfsurface. I'll bet you'll find alot our family.
centered race of beings. Am I
more.
Usually.
guilty? You bet. We all are.
I'll bet that ifyou look deep But
the.
letters
that
were
Not
ofus can say we have
enough, you'll find a failure. written in response to this one neveronehurt
someone else on
Now, don't get me wrong. I'm young lady's letter are an indi- our way to what
not lashing out here. What I cation that "usually" is becom- Will the worldweendwant.
because
mean is this: if you look hard ing less and less. Let me put it of this change in attitude?
enough, I bet you'll find a this
way
those
letters
are
a
Perhaps,
eventually.
Perhaps
point in your illustrious life microcosm of the declining in the end there will be but
when you didn't quite mea- human
condition. Huh? What
of us left. Will we be able
sure up.thatIn you'
fact,ll remember
I'm almosta did he say? Perhaps I should totwobegin
again? Or will we
certain
say
it
another
way
those
simply
destroy one another? It
time when you were the one letters are only asmall part of is, indeed,
not making the grade.
is going on in today's tion to pose.afrightening quesWhether it be in academics, what
we begin to change.
sports, or life in general, there world.
People
aren't helping peo- CanUnless
we change? I believe it's
is absolutely no doubt in my ple anymore.
Sure,
there
exist
possible.
have a favorite
mind that you, the author of certain organizations and cer- Bible verse,I and
Ithink it's an
that extremely critical letter, tain individuals who devote excellent starting
went through atime when you all of their energy to helping "Greater love hath nopoint:
failed. And you'll probably go others through tough times. than this, that a man man
lay
through a time like that But I'm not talking about spe- down his life for his friends."
again.
cific
instanThink
about
it
would
you
We all
ces. What I sacrifice yourself for someone
have times in
am refer- else? Or would you simply do
our lives
ring
to is as mankind has done for
when we
the entire years: let them fall, let them
come up abit
world,
day stumble, and then kick them
short. That is
in and day while
they're down?
a fact of life.
out.
We all go through hard
We rebound, Before you criticize
F
o
r
times.
only hope the
and we move
decades, author Iof can
the aforementioned
on to bigger someone's failures,
we
as
humletter
can
look
at atime
and better offer ahand of support. ans have in her own lifeback
things
things.
been head- weren't going herwhen
way. And I
Hunky
ed
in
this
hope
there
was
a
shoulder
for
dorey, right?
direction. her to lean on. I'll bet that
No problemo. We pick up and The philosophy has become shoulder felt alot better than
mo'{e on.We go on to succeed. "Hey, who cares if what I do the kick in the teeth her letter
But wait. Sometimes it's hurts someone else? As long as offered.
not that easy. Sometimes it's it feels good to me, that's all Before yon criticize, considextremely hard. And almost that matters."
er this: what would be the
always, we need someone to The result is an entire gen- result if you offered support,
lean on during those times. eration of people who only instead? You might be surUsually we can count on a look out for themselves. We prised.
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Finalists to be interviewed
Students
receive
al
t
ernati
v
es
Feb. 27-28 for Yeager Class
to paying their tuition up lront
Page edited by Christina Redekopp
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by ERRIN JEWELL
reporter

by AMY SHULTZ
reporter

Students do not have to get
stressed about having to pay
their cash up front for tuition.
Students have three basic
options for paying their tuition
bills, Robert B. Collier, manager of students accounts said.
For one option, students can
pay the entire bill at one time
by the due date. The university takes cash, checks and
VISA, Master Card or Discover.
If this is not possible, they
can take advantage of the
60/40 plan through the university or use Tuition Management Services, Collier said.

With the 60/40 plan students pay 60 percent of the
tuition cost by the due date of
the bill. The remaining 40 percent is due six weeks after the
first week of class. For this
spring semester, the balance is
due by Feb. 23, Collier said.
Students pay an interest fee
of 1.5% on the remaining 40
percent of their tuition. This
method can be used only to
pay tuition and does not
include financing room and
board also. Financial aid cannot be used to cover either the
60 percent or the 40 percent
with this plan.
"The financial aid money is
subtracted from the tuition
cost and the remaining bal-

ance is divided 60/40 to be
paid," Collier said.
Tuition Management Services (TMS) is an outside
agency the state has approved
to be offered to Marshall students.
This service divides tuition
costs into four equal payments
for one semester and eight
equal payments for two semesters.
If astudent wants to finance
room and board along with the
tuition it may be done in 10
equal payments over two
semesters, Patty Bane, supervisor of accounts receivable,
said.
"The only reason we can
offer this is because the state

has approved it," Collier said.
"Besides paying tuition up
front, these are the only two
payment plans we can offer. It
is Marshall policy."
Room and board is not paid
for on a semester basis, only
per year. TMS only finances
spring semesters or full years,
not fall semesters only or summer semesters, Bane said.
TMS has an up front fee of
$35 for asemester or $50 for
the
interest, year
Banebutsaid.charges
TMSnoaccepts
cash or checks only, no credit
cards.
"TMS works well for us
[Marshall] and works well for
students and parents," Bane
said.

New director to bring knowledge
about business technology to MU
by NICOLE M. WRIGHT
reporter

Former president of Mobil Solar Energy
Corporation, Bernard M. Gillespie is the
first official director of the Technology
Management Graduate program.
The technology program was formed in
fall semester 1996 as the joint degree program between Marshall and West
Virginia Graduate College in South
Charleston.
"The technology management degree is
being offered through Marshall's Graduate School of Information Technology
and Engineering," Gillespie said.
He said courses for the degree are given
through videolink classrooms at the same
time in Huntington and Charleston.

The program is designed for working
professionals who want a better understanding of technological change and its
relevance to business strategy.
"Our program prepares tomorrow's
leaders to deal effectively with the
increasing impact of technology on business," Gillespie said.
As director, some of Gillespie's duties
are recruitment, admission decisions,
teaching and advising students.
"Currently I am teaching acourse on
quality and productivity methods and
another on financial and economic analysis," Gillespie said.
His background in technology management comes from spending almost 30
years with Mobil Oil in its technology
company and eight years as president of

Mobil Solar Energy Corporation.
At Mobil he developed and commercialized improved technologies for refining
crude oil to produce fuels and lubricants.
He alsQ spent four years working with the
planning department at Mobil.
Dr. James W. Hooper, executive dean of
graduate school of information technology
and engineering, said Gillespie's experience in the workplace will bring more
knowledge to Marshall. "He will decide
which instructors to teach certain classes
while promoting and further developing
the program."
Gillespie said the position at Marshall
is a perfect fit with his background in
business technology. "I welcome the
opportunity to pass on my knowledge and
expertise to others."

The search for the Yeager Class of 2002 is nearly completed.
Martha Woodward, executive director of the John. R.
Hall Center for Academic Excellence, said 32 finalists
were chosen Monday and were informed by mail late
Tuesday.
"We interviewed 100 semifinalists," Woodward said.
That is at least 25 more than we usually interview. The
pool of applicants is very good this year."
The finalists will come to Marshall for Yeager
Weekend Feb. 27-28 and March 1.
The finalists will meet current Yeager scholars the
first day, Woodward said. Dinner will be provided, and
theEach
firstfinalist
round ofis interviews
interviewedwill
for begin.
45 minutes by ateam
of six people.
Marshall graduates and faculty members, community
leaders and Yeager alumni comprise the teams, she
said.
teamsthewillfirst
finishround,]
the first-round
28. The"[After
the teamsinterviews
are split Feb.
into
groups of three, and each student is interviewed for 20
minutes by the smaller team," Woodward said.
"We take avery different approach with our teams,
and usually get a well-rounded look at students,"
Woodward said. "It can be very intimidating."
During meals, the students are rotated among the
interviewers so that they may get to know one another,
she said.
Saturday night, entertainment will be provided, and
finalists will be given breakfast Sunpay morning,
Woodward said.
March 1, the interviewers meet and choose the 11
finalists. Each interviewer receives 55 votes, distributed at his or her discretion, Woodward explained.
"Students are ranked by the number of votes they
receive," Woodward said. "The cut-off point is different
each year, but the decisions are usually clear-cut."
The top 11 will be offered Yeager scholarships,
Woodward
"There aresaid.
so many good students this year. Most who
are not selected to be Yeagers will be offered John
Marshall Scholarships."
Alternates are chosen in case one of the top 11 students does not accept aYeager scholarship, Woodward
said.
Yeager Weekend is sponsored by BASF Corporation
and all Yeager events are funded by private donations,
Woodward said.

l'FcourJlotolabershiselected
Ps avaifor award
lable lo~ students 15 reseirl:h grants"
gea·reu
by LISA SOPKO
reporter

The coordinator of Women's and Returning Students
Programs, Leah Tolliver, is looking for four outstanding
women at Marshall to receive a$350 scholarship.
Applicants must be afull-time or part-time female undergraduate student and criteria for winning will be based on
community or university service, achievement and involvement in academics and contribution to multicultural understanding and gender equitY, Tolliver explained.
"We are looking for outstanding women with lots of drive
and success," Tolliver said. "We had alot of applicants last
year and we want to get even more this year."
Applicants must complete afactual statement addressing
qualifications, provide aresume or list of honors and activities
said.and receive three letters of recommendation, Tolliver
All applications must be in by Feb. 20, and the winners
will be honored in March at the Celebration of Women
Awards Dinner, Tolliver said.
Applications and further information may be obtained by
contacting the Women's Center in Room 135 in Prichard
Hall or by calling Tolliver at (304) 696-3338.

It's not your
Grandma's service!
Experience the dif erence. .
Contemporary Worship
/ Sundays at 11:30 a.m.
Faith United Methodist Church
B~ the Stadium on Fifth Avenue
Handicap Accessible

Applicants to be
selected to receive
$250 scholarship

Applications for the $250
Eugene Crawford Memorial
Scholarship
now available
in both theare
-student
Center
and the Women's Center.
Applicants should be able to
demonstrate current involvement in or preparation for a
career in public service, said
Leah Tolliver, coordinator of
Women's and Returning Students Programs.
An essay, resume or list of
honors and activities and two
letters of recommendation
must be completed by Feb. 20,
Tolliver said.
Applications and further information may be obtained in
Room 143 in Prichard Hall or
at the MSC information desk.

toward graduate students

cial assistan~ so students do not have to
take just any job that comes along just to
pay their ..biU~", Deutsch said. "It frees
up to do their research."
Graduate $1udent$ who ·need alittle them
The criteria for selection include the.
financial assistance In writing their thesfs quaUty
significance of the thesis
can earn extra money by applying for a research,and
according to the guidelines.
Summer Thesis Research Qrant.
The research has to be completed into a
The Graduate Student Council and the thesis
by June 30.
Graduate School WIit award amaximum of The selection
also depends on the stu15 $500 grants for the period covering the
dent's current financial situation, the
end of spring semester to June 30, accord.. guidelines
state.
·
ing to guidelines di$trlbuted by Dean
The Graduate Student Council's Student
Leonard J. Deutsch.
Application deadline Is AprU3; and appli• Research Committee will determine award
cation forms are avaUable In the.Graduate reclpients according to the guidelines.
School office In Old Main for students who Deutsch1said the grant not only carries a
have approved thesis proJactst Deutsch stipend, but "We also give atuition waiver,
said.
and this is something astudent can put on
"The purpose is to provide enough finan• his or her resume.
by RENAE SKOGLUND .
t'epoder
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Institute adds $10 million to economy
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·Report shows
clients improve
in management,
technical skills
by CASSIUS HARRIS
reporter

The Robert C. Byrd Institute
has added $10 million to the
state's manufacturing economy since 1996 through its services to small- and medium

• CADET

Lt. Doug Clay, a former
recipient of the George C.
Marshall Award, explained
his
experiences
at the Virginia
Military
Institute.
Four and five-star generals
and other dignitaries spoke
about ethics, character and

• DEBATE
from page one

(MuehlhofD,just because Iam
a Christian, but as for Dan
(Barker),
produced his
works
reallyhewell."
Muehlhoff said he felt it was
a good debate, but wished
there had been more audience
participation.
There was aperiod of questions from the audience, but
Muehlhoff said he thought a
~

• PAY

from page one

increase of 50 dollars for that
fiscal year," Hubbard said.
The purpose of this bill is to
include classified employees

sized companies, according to
areport by Nexus Associates,
Inc. of Belmont, Mass.
Managers of six firms said
the RCBI is responsible for
keeping their companies in
business, said Patrick M.
McDonald, technical assistant.
' With its emphasis on the
newest manufacturing technologies and stimulation of
the state's economy, the RCBI
is akey element of Marshall
University's mission as a
leader in high-tech programs,"

said Dr. J. Wade Gilley, president.
"We are very pleased that
this project has begun to yield
major dividends," Gilley said.
"The growth and expansion
of RCBI, now under way
throughout the state should
provide even more significant
results for West Virginia and
its economy in the years
ahead."
The Nexus report shows
that 80 percent
surveyed
indicatedof the
theyfirms
had
made changes to their opera-

tions as aresult of RCBI services.
The survey shows that 60
percent have acquired new
management or technical
skills, and more than half
obtained new information on
markets, technologies or practices, McDonald said.
The survey showed that 98
percent of the companies are
interested in obtaining additional RCBI services, McDonald said.

what
to be Dennis
a good
officer,ithemeans
said. "Gen.
J. Reimer, U.S. Army Chief of
Staff, was there."
Clay said the seminar offers
cadets the chance to listen to
speakers like William Cohen,
by LISA SOPKO
Secretary of Defense.
reporter
"This is the biggest award
you can get as a cadet in West Virginia University
ROTC," he said.
and Marshall students took
top honors at the Miss Black
and Old Gold Pageant sponround-table type of discussion sored
by the Nu Nu Chapter
would have worked
the Alpha Phi Alpha
"I think a good debate is ofFraternity.
one that causes you to think Umme Salim, agymnast at
about things you don't norVirginia University and
mally consider," Muehlhoff West
amember of the Alpha Kappa
said.
Alpha sorority, won the crown
the title of Miss Black
Barker said he enjoyed the and Old
Gold.
debate very much, "I think and"This
means a lot to me,"
Tim (Muehlhofl) was articu- Salim
said. "My sorority and
late and spoke eloquently, he the Alpha
didn't teach me anything, but Fraternity are PhisisterAlpha
and
Ihave an immense amount of
respect for him," Barker said. brother."
Runner-up went to Patricia
White, Charleston senior and
of higher education governing abroadcast journalism major
boards in the code section at"IfMarshall.
you stand for nothing,
authorizing incremental salwill eventually fall,"
ary increases for state you
Salim said as she explained
employees, Hubbard and the
motto
every
Smid explained.
day. Duringsheherlives
talentbycompe-

titian, she performed a gymnastics
routine.of Black United
Amember
Students (BUS) at WVU,
Salim plans on completing
her education and going on to
law school.
White read a poem by
Margaret Walker during her
talent scene and the motto
she lives by is "With God, all
things are possible."
This was the first year for
Marshall to host the district
pageant, said Harvey Austin,
Williamson senior and fraternity president. "Everything
went really well and I was
happy with the turnout."
Contestants came from
Marshall, WVU, West Virginia
Wesleyan and Morehead
State University.
More information on the
pageant may be obtained by
calling Austin at (304) 5237344.

Journalism student
runner-up in pageant

Page edited by Alyson Walls

Shopping and class:

Just another Presidents' Day
by
we had the day off"
CHRISTA M. STEWART Other students were not
reporter
as aware of Presidents'

Presidents' Day - atime
to buy a couch, reflect on
class
show upassignments
for Englishor102.just
For some, the day will be
spent shopping or relaxing.
For college students, the
day wi~l be spent sitting in
class.
But how important, really, is the day that honors
past presidents of the
United States of America?
Monday is Presidents'
Day. Congress created this
federal holiday in the mid1970s to be observed on the
third Monday in February.
It falls between the birthdays of two of the greatest
presidents, Abraham Lincoln (Feb. 12) and George
Washington (Feb. 22).
Students
on
campus
saidinterviewed
they think the
presidents should be honored and respected with a
day off from classes.
"I think it's a time to
reflect on the great presidents, what they did and
how they helped our country," Steve M. Shields,
Huntington • freshman,
said.
Jessica L. Lipinski, Glendale sophomore, said "I
believe we should have the
day off because we're not
respecting our former presidents."
"I care about Presidents'
Day," David L. Barnes,
Baltimore, Md., senior,
said. "It's good from an
educational point as a
teaching tool. But I wish

Day. "I think it's worthwhile, but throughout
school we've never talked
much about presidents"
Day," Michael A Plymale,
Huntington senior, said.
"I looked on the calendar.
That's the only reason I
knew about it."
Elizabeth A. Lavender,
Fairhope, Ala., senior, said
because students don't get
the
day doesn'
off fromt really
school,stand
the
holiday
out.
Some people do get
Presidents' Day off, including secondary school students.
Vicky L. Pickavance,
clerk of the Cabell County
Board of Education, said,
"The students are out
Monday, but the teachers
report. It's a full-release
day for students."
Banks and post offices
will be closed Monday in
honor of the presidents.
A representative from
the.mayor's office said all
government employees will
have the day off. This
includes county, state, city
and federal offices, she
said.
In addition, many businesses will observe the
presidential holiday for
more than one day with
sale extravaganzas.
Day Sale
willThe Presidents'
run Sunday
and
Monday at JC Penney in
the Huntington·Mall,. and
Big Sandy furniture stores
will have the Presidents'
Weekend Sale.
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Herd's Behnfeldt awarded
Women's basketball junior forward Kristina Behnfeldt has
been given the Gatorade MAC Scholar-Athlete of the
Week Award. The honor is given to amale and female
athlete each week who has agpa higher than 3.0 and
has performed well on the playing field. Behnfeldt, a
marketing major, has a3.79 gpa. On the court, she averages 28 points, 14.5 rebounds, 2.5 steals and 2assists
each game. Ball State swimmer Dave Garrow also won
the award this week with a3.44 gpa.
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tion all of this goes on in about
17 seconds?
While we are discussing
crews, let me bring up the
crew chief. The crew chief is
like a coach. He makes the
decisions that can win or lose
chiefs are not
by aoverrace.paidCrew
grease monkeys like
SCOTT
might think. They are
PARSONS some
actually highly intelligent
columnist
individuals who have found a
practical, real-world applicaWith the beginning of tion
for algebra. At least
the NASCAR season starting somebody
has. They have to
this weekend my mind is filled figure out how
fuel their
with thoughts of sitting on the car is burningmuch
calculate
bleachers at Charlotte Motor how much theyand
need to
Speedway this Memorial Day finish a race all will
without
the
watching as my favorite dri- use of a fuel gauge, what
vers speed by in a blinding adjustments to make with tire
rainbow of colors. It also pressure, shock stiffness, etc.
brings to mind how some peo- <that will make their car faster
ple on this campus believe and handle better than their
that NASCAR is a "redneck opponents.
sport." Well my uninformed When speaking ofNASCAR,
friend, you are wrong.
the drivers.
Lets start with the basics. one cannot forget
driver is physicalLast season I heard an esti- lyAsuccessful
fit
and
able
to
three
mate that said one would need solid hours of speedsstand
to 195
around 1.5 million dollars to mph, fighting traffic,updealing
start a single car race team, with
the pressure of knowing
and even then you're not guar- -that millions
of dollars are on
anteed to qualify for the race. tjl.e line for every
car
Could the average "redneck" temperatures thatracecanandreach
afford 1.5 million dollars? I in excess of 150 degrees.
think not.
however,
Second, you'll need a spon- Modern technology,
the temperatures
sor. Without one, your ismoremaking
tolerable for drivers.
NASCAR season will be super Drivers
had to withdrawshort. The sponsor should be al from have
with burns on
agood one. One that doesn't the heelsraces
feet from the
care to give, oh, lets say 1.5 heat on theof their
floor boards of the
million dollars to help you get
car.
started.
Included in that estimate is NASCAR may not be asport
your crew. Not just any per- for everyone. If someone doesson who can change atire can n't like it, that's fine. I perbe on aNASCAR pit crew. A sonally don't like basketball.
NASCAR pit crew goes But when someone tries to
through workouts everyday to stereotype NASCAR and its
maintain peak physical condi- fans as "rednecks," keep in
tion so they can change tires, mind the things discussed in
add fuel, adjust spring tension this column. Asport that can
if needed, clean the wind attract over 100,000 fans at
shield and give the driver a one track has to be doing
refreshing drink. Did I men- something right.
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Herd readying tor road game,

Page edited by Carley McCullough

by ROBERT HARPER
reporter

It's not the Battle For The
Bell but it's arivalry none the
less. Whenever Marshall (911, 5-8) takes on Ohio (4-17, 211) in any sport it is not just a
game. It's abattle for bragging
rights.
Marshall won the earlier
meeting this year 78-73. In
the game Marshall led by 23
points in the first half before
Ohio began to chip away at
the lead.
The only differences in this
game will be a change in
venue and the recent play of
the bench for Marshall. In the
last game against Ohio,
Marshall starters played the
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whole second half in route to
only its second conference win
of the season.
The Ohio game was the catalyst for a Marshall run at a
conference tournament birth.
Since the game with Ohio,
Marshall has one three more
conference games against
Bowling Green, Western
Michigan and Central
Michigan.
The Ohio game was the first
game back for Deon Dobbs. "It
is a major positive having
Deon back," said Coach Greg
White.
White also said that·having
Dobbs back gives them an athlete on the perimeter. Deon Jed
Marshall in scoring in the last
game against Central

Michigan with 16 points in
only 22 minutes.
Since Derrick Wright's performance in the game against
Central Michigan, fans have
been asking "How many
rebounds will Wright have
today?"
"Derrick has been the best
rebounder in league in the last
couple of weeks," White said.
White said that it took him a
while to get used to the physical play of the MAC. In the
last seven games Wright has
averaged 9.3 rebounds agame
to go along with 12.7points a
game.
Ohio who was 1-1 last week
is coming off an 86-68 loss to
Western Michigan. Earlier in
the week, Ohio won adouble-

overtime game against
Central Michigan 122-121.
In last weeks games, Ohio
senior forward Basra Fakhir
averaged 16.5 points and 11.5
rebounds on his way to an
honorable mention for MAC
performances. In the game
against Central Michigan,
Fakhir scored acareer-high 21
points and grabbed a gamehigh 13 rebounds.
White said that the team
has to go to Ohio mentally
road tough and play the game
game in order to win.
MarshalJ,..w.i.11. be entering. a
stretch of six games in two
weeks beginning with the
Ohio game in Athens
Saturday at 4:30 p.m.

New center may be in the works

Chairman said Marshall's fitness center is behind other MAC schoqls
by ANDY BALLARD
reporter

Marshall University may be getting
ready to take the first steps in a long
march toward a new recreational sport
and fitness center.
The recreational sports office conducted
a meeting to discuss the shortage of fitness space on campus and how this compares to other schools in the MidAmerican Conference, said Sharon
Stanton, assistant -director of Recreational Sports and Fitness Activities.
Tom Lovins, director of Recreational
Sports and Fitness Activities, said aformal proposal was not presented at the
meeting but the attendants did esent a
favorable view on the possibility of anew
fitness center.
Stephen Rackley, associate athletic
director for operations, attended the
meeting. Rackley said, "We're supportive
of anything that benefits student life on
campus, and compared to what I've seen
at other schools, Marshall's student fitness facilities are not adequate."
Dr. Robert Barnett, chairman of the
health, physical education and recreation
department, said it was too early to comment on the possibility of a new fitness

center, but did say, ' We're way, way
behind almost every school in the MAC
Conference in the area of fitness and
recreational centers. There are some
wonderful facilities in the MAC."
Astudent government representative
was invited to attend the meeting but
was unable due to ascheduling conflict,
according to SGA President Matt Glover.
Glover responded to the idea of anew
fitness center by saying, "I think it is a
great idea. This is something the students have been wanting for along time."
Glover also said he plans to work very
closely with the departments involved in
this matter.
Many students at Marshall are not
aware of the fitness f!cili jS other MAC
schools have to offer.
Many schools in the M have recently built, or are planning to.build, multimillion dollar fitness complexes on their
campuses.
•
Ohio University's Ping Center is one of
those multi-million dollar complexes.
Some of the features of the Ping Center
are an indoor track, 36-foot-climbing
wall, separate free weight and aerobic fitness rooms, seven basketball courts and
full shower and locker room facilities.
Miami University's Recreational Sports
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Someone
•
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Center is another state-of-the-art MAC
facility. Miami's center contains three
pools in the aquatic center, an indoor
climbing wall, exercise performance
rooms, afour lane indoor track, ahealth
bar and deli, fitness center and much
more.
According to abrochure from Bowling
Green State University, their Student
Recreational Center is a $10.1million,
185,000 square foot complex. Afew features this facility offers are two swimming pools, three weight room areas and
an elevated running track.
Kent State University Student
Recreation and Wellness Center is scheduled to open in 1999, according to a
brochure from the university. The facility
is expected to measure 153,000 square
feet .
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West Side Story. .

Artists Series show to be reviewed
Jeremy Koch and Denene Mulay star in the modern tale of
two love-struck youths from different sides of the tracks. The
show took the stage at the Keith-Albee Theatre Wednesday
night. Parthenon reviewers, Robert McCune and Christina
Redekopp, attended the performance and will offer their
opinions.

Friday in Life!

1Parthenon

Thursday, Feb. 12, 1998
Page edited by Robert McCune
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*your entertainment guide
tor activities and events at
and outside ot Marshall.

On Campus
Robert McCune, Life! editor, and Christina Redekopp,
news editor, write movie, music, concert and performance reviews for The Parthenon. Comments and
questions can be directed to them by calling 696-6696.

Music-·mix gets mixed reviews
Caroline's Spjne's 'Monsoon' sometimes
deep and depressing, but good overall
by ROBERT McCUNE
· Life! editor

Caroline's Spine, who's single "Sullivan" has made it to
the top 30 on the Billboard
chart, offers a mix of music
that goes from deep and depressing to silly and upbeat in
its release, "Monsoon," on
Hollywood records.
The band, which is scheduled to play at the Drop Shop
in downtown Huntington next
week, has can almost be compared to the love-child of two
other bands, Green Day and
The Nixons.
Its CD release, "Monsoon,"
should do fairly well among a
college crowd, while its hit
single, "Sullivan," continues to
get play time on local rock station, X-106.3.
·
The song, about a mother
who has lost her five sons in
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Volunteer Connection Fair, lobby of the MSC, 11 a.m. 3p.m. Open to MU and Huntington community. For
more information contact Kim Reece at the Volunteer
Services Office at 696-2292.
Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society, members' meeting,
2W37 MSC, 5:30 p.m. For more information, call 7368764.
Residence Hall Programs, Un-Valentine's Day Party Liking Yourself First, Buskirk Hall, 9:15 p.m.
Graduate Student Council, general meeting, John
Spotts Room, 5p.m.
Newman Center, prayer service, 7:30 p.m.
Newman Center, student gathering: "Marrying Well,"
9:15 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 13, 1998

United Methodist Students, meeting, Campus
Christian Center, 9:05 p.m. For more information contact
Jim McCune 696-3054
Habitat for Humanity, meets at Campus Christian
Center at 1p.m.
Newman Center, Anawim, 7p.m.
0

the war brings to light some
harsh realities about the loss
some have suffered, and puts
it to harmony. Despite its very
depressing lyrics, the song

should continue to draw alistening audience and have a
favorable showing on music
charts for some time to come.
Huntington will get ataste

In Huntington
of the band, Caroline's Spine,
Wednesday, Feb. 18, when
they come to the Drop Shop.
Tickets are $3 and can be
bought at the door.

Friday, Feb. 13, 1998

The Stoned Monkey, Polonius T. Monkey, 2202 Third
Ave. For more information, contact: 525-PLAY

Saturday,
Feb. 14, 1998
The Stoned Monkey, Barefeet &Co., 2202 Third Ave.

For more information, contact: 525-PLAY
Saturday, Feb.21, 1998
Double-elimination five-on-five basketball tournament. Lunch will be served. Contact 529-1545.
Ht~nnani,.n~
is published
Tuesday
Uf1f11111111:,0•n and
Thursdayev?ry
in The Parthenon. If your club, group or organization has scheduled an upcoming event or meeting and would like to
publish your announcement here, come by The
Parthenon at 311 Smith Hall or call us at 696-6696.
Deadlines for the Tuesday calendar will be Monday by
noon. To get published in Thursday's calendar, turn in
your information by noon Wednesday.
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Jolene starts off
solid, ends weak

UMA satisfies,
but unoriginal

What'
s
new
in your

by CHRISTINA REDEKOPP
news editor

The song I thought the
most refreshing of the album,
"Fare well" was definitely
"Jealousy" The good harmo"Pensacola," the first song
nization and refreshing mix
of Jolene's In the Gloaming
of female and male voices are
album, is definitely radio
what makes this album
quality. One can never get
pleasing to the ear.
tired of the upbeat tempo and
Other songs were not as
the smooth, deep tones of
original however. With acomDave Burris.
bination
of Tomsound,
Petty this
and
The songs, mainly written N.C., the band was first
Blossoms
by John Crooke, offer asouth- noticed by virtue of aseries of Gin
album
is
good
but
not
as
origern flair but are more rock blistering sets performed on inal as may be expected.
Hootie and the Blowfish's fall
than country.
lyrics may be applied
Unfortunately, the power- 1996 tour, according to a to The
many people and the soft
release.
ful and toe-tapping first cou- press
sounds
of the guitar and
ples songs are what brings life Jolene is named after the
instruments create
to the album and then the great-great aunt of Burris other
almost
an
feeling.
and Crooke who served as a Lullabyethereal
rest of the songs do not seem nurse
definitely one
in a confederate fa ld that can beislistened
to do the first two songs justo over
hospital
during
the
War
tice.With its roots in Wingate, Between the States.
and over. The combinations of
by CHRISTINA REDEKOPP
news editor

topics of love and common
every day events leads one to
appreciate and enjoy all that
is being said.
Although, nothing unique,
UMA is mostly soft and flowing but still can capture an
audience that enjoys rock
with alot of feeling.
Sally Dworsky definitely
brings the most feeling to the
surface of the song£, but
UMA would definitely not be
complete with Andy Kamman
(drums, percussion) and
Chris Hickey (vocals, guitar).

~.

The Parthenon is looking for interesting story ideas from students and
other members of the college community. Send us your thoughts.

